G91 PRO
LIFE INNOVATED
MediaTek helio LG90
KEY SELLING POINTS

6.7” FULL HD+ 20:9 INFINITY DOT DISPLAY
1080 X 2400 RESOLUTION | 395PPI

QUAD A.I. 48MP SAMSUNG GM1 SENSOR
+ DEPTH SENSOR + 5MP WIDE ANGLE 115°
+ 2MP MACRO + LED FLASH
16MP FRONT SELFIE

128GB INTERNAL MEMORY
6GB RAM
MICROSD UP TO 256GB

5,000MAH MEGA BATTERY
WITH 30W ULTRA QUICK CHARGE
10W WIRELESS CHARGING*

ANDROID 11

MEDIATEK HELIO G90 GAMING OCTA-CORE 2.0GHZ PROCESSOR

FINGERPRINT SENSOR
A.I. FACE ID

*Wireless charger not included
A MASTERPIECE

The all-new refreshed BLU G91 PRO is a stunning piece of hardware that combines unparalleled engineering and state of the art design. It has a perfect ergonomic form factor with a state-of-the-art appeal.

Available in Moonstone and Graphite.
BOUNDLESS VIEWS

6.7" FULL HD+ INFINITY DOT DISPLAY
91.4% SCREEN TO BODY RATIO
1080x2400 RESOLUTION | 395PPI
EXTREME GAMING

The G91 PRO includes the advanced Mediatek Helio G90 gaming chipset so you can blast through all levels of your favorite game without delay. This stunning device is also rocking the latest Arm Cortex A76 Octa-Core architecture, this enhancement to your smartphone is second to none.
**BENCHMARK SCORES**

**G91 PRO**
- ANTUTU SCORE: 350,847

**MOTOROLA MOTO G30**
- ANTUTU SCORE: 172,667

**SAMSUNG A32**
- ANTUTU SCORE: 200,458

**SAMSUNG A52**
- ANTUTU SCORE: 253,590
WORK HARD, PLAY HARDER

The G91 PRO exceeds all expectations with no fear. It has a supercharged 6GB of RAM and 128GB of internal storage for your utmost convenience.

128GB MEMORY  6GB RAM
5MP WIDE ANGLE
115 Wide Angle - 4P Lens + f/2.2 FF

48MP MAIN
Samsung GM1 sensor - 6P Large Lens + f/1.79 + AF

2MP MACRO LENS
4cm Macro Shot - 3P Lens + f/2.4 + FF

2MP DEPTH SENSOR
3P Lens + f/2.4 + FF

A FRESH PERSPECTIVE
Detail every aspect of your life. The G91 PRO has a Quad rear camera combination that has all the functions you need to take perfect photos.
4K VIDEO

Shoot like a PRO with electronic image stabilization, or EIS, an electronic calibration and compensation method. EIS senses real-time motions through horizontal and vertical sensors, combined with professional algorithms of software to stabilize digital images.
BE CAPTIVATING

16MP SELFIE CAMERA
SOFT & NATURAL BACKGROUND BLUR
CLEAR AND WELL-DEFINED DETAILS
CAMERA DEMANDS, DELIVERED

The G91 PRO offers an endless amount of features to enhance all your amazing pictures. With this incredible software, all your photos are sure to be social media ready!

- Wide Angle 115°
- 108MP Super Zoom
- Night Mode
- High Resolution
- 4K Video Recording
- Google Lens
- Beauty Mode
- Panorama
- Slow Motion
- Live Filters
- Time Lapse
- Macro
- Intelligent Scanning
XTREME NIGHT MODE
Time Exposure, Over-exposure suppression and MFNR
- Multi Frame Noise Reduction

NORMAL MODE

ADVANCED NIGHT MODE

NIGHT MODE
**PRO MODE x RAW**

Pro mode on the G91 PRO offers parameter adjustments making it easy to frame views in all different scenes, delivering a professional shooting experience.
THE BIG PICTURE

The world was meant to be seen in its entirety. Capture it with the G91 PRO’s Ultra Wide Camera’s expanded field of vision.

WIDE ANGLE 115°
AI MODE

Activate A.I. function for automatic scene detection to adjust your camera to the best scene.
WORRY LESS, DO MORE

With 30W Ultra Quick Charge, you can be up and running in no time, your G91 PRO will have charged over 50% in less than 20 minutes. Talk about supersonic!

5,000mAh
MEGA BATTERY

30W QUICK CHARGE
50% CHARGED IN 20 MINUTES
KEEPING IT EASY

10W WIRELESS CHARGE
UP TO 3 DAY BATTERY

* Battery performance depicted above is not 100% accurate and will vary depending on usage patterns, the strength of signal, network, device settings, battery condition, and temperature. The battery life claims depicted are based on user testing that includes device usage under optimal networking conditions.
UNLOCK YOUR WORLD

Unlock your smartphone with the press of a finger for quick and easy access. The G91 PRO ensures total security for all your important applications and files.

FINGERPRINT SENSOR
UNLOCKING MADE EASY

Unlocking your phone has never been easier. With the G91 PRO, users can unlock with both Face ID and security fingerprint sensor in the back of the device.
ANDROID 11

- FAMILY LINKS
- SMART REPLY
- SOUND AMPLIFIER
- DARK THEME
- PRIVACY CONTROLS
- LOCATION CONTROLS
- FOCUS MODE
- GESTURE NAVIGATION
- SECURITY UPDATES
Stay globally connected with friends and family while traveling the world. The G91 PRO comes with 4G LTE 1/2/3/4/5/7/12/17/28 that ensures you always have access to worldwide carrier coverage while you are on the go! Take advantage of different voice and data plans to get better rates, better coverage and separate bills with the G91 PRO Dual SIM slots.
NEXT GENERATION
BIGGER AND BETTER DISPLAY, FASTER PROCESSING AND CHARGING, NEWER OS

G91 PRO
- 6.7” Full HD+ Infinity Dot Display
- 128GB+6GB RAM
- 30W Quick Charge
- Android 11

G90 PRO
- 6.5” HD+ Infinity Display
- 128GB+4GB RAM
- 18W Quick Charge
- Android 10
**BLU G91 PRO**
- 6.7" Full HD+ 20:9 Infinity Dot Display
- 91% Screen to Body Ratio
- Quad AI. 48MP Samsung QM1 Sensor + Depth Sensor + 5MP Wide Angle + Macro
- 16MP Selfie Camera
- Mediatek Helio G90
- 2.0GHz Octa-Core Processor
- 128GB Internal Memory 1 6GB RAM
- Fingerprint Sensor
- 5,000mAh Mega Battery + 30W Quick Charge
- 10W Wireless Charging
- Android 11
- $199

**MOTOROLA MOTO G30**
- 6.5" Full HD+ V-Notch
- 83% Screen to Body Ratio
- Quad 64MP Main + Depth Sensor + 8MP Wide Angle + Macro
- 13MP Selfie Camera
- Qualcomm Snapdragon 662
- 1.8GHz Octa-Core Processor
- 128GB Internal Memory 1 6GB RAM
- Fingerprint Sensor
- 5,000mAh Battery + 15W Quick Charge
- N/A
- Android 11
- $229

**SAMSUNG GALAXY A32**
- 6.4" Full HD+ V-Notch
- 85% Screen to Body Ratio
- Quad 64MP Main + Depth Sensor + 8MP Wide Angle + Macro
- 20MP Selfie Camera
- Mediatek Helio G80
- 2.0GHz Octa-Core Processor
- 128GB Internal Memory 1 4GB RAM
- Fingerprint Sensor
- 5,000mAh Battery + 15W Quick Charge
- N/A
- Android 11
- $259

**SAMSUNG GALAXY A52**
- 6.5" Full HD+ Super AMOLED
- 84% Screen to Body Ratio
- Quad 64MP Main + Depth Sensor + 12MP Wide Angle + Macro
- 32MP Selfie Camera
- Qualcomm Snapdragon 720G
- 2.3GHz Octa-Core Processor
- 128GB Internal Memory 1 6GB RAM
- Fingerprint Sensor
- 4,500mAh Battery + 25W Quick Charge
- N/A
- Android 11
- $329
BLU G91 PRO
- 6.7” Full HD+ 20:9 Infinity Dot Display
- 91% Screen to Body Ratio
- Quad A.I. 48MP+ Samsung GM1 Sensor + Depth
- + 5MP Wide Angle + 2MP Macro + LED Flash
- 16MP Selfie
- Memory 128GB I 6GB RAM
- 2.0GHz Octa Core Gaming Processor
- Fingerprint Sensor
- Android 11
- 5,000mAh Mega Battery with 30W Quick Charge
- 10W Wireless Charging

XIAOMI REDMI NOTE 9
- 6.5” Full HD+ Punch Hole Display
- 83.5% Screen to Body Ratio
- Quad 48MP+Depth+8MP Wide Angle+Macro
- Video Capture 1080p@30fps
- 13MP Selfie
- Memory 128GB I 4GB RAM
- 1.9GHz Octa Core Processor
- Fingerprint Sensor
- Android 10
- 5,020mAh + 15W Quick Charge
- N/A

SAMSUNG GALAXY A31
- 6.4” Full HD+ U-Notch Display
- 84.9% Screen to Body Ratio
- Quad 48MP+Depth+8MP Wide Angle+Macro
- Video Capture 1080p@30fps
- 20MP Selfie
- Memory 64GB I 4GB RAM
- 1.8GHz Octa Core Processor
- Fingerprint Sensor
- Android 10
- 5,000mAh + 15W Quick Charge
- N/A
SPECIFICATIONS

GSM QUAD BAND
3G: 850/900/1700/1900/2100
4G LTE: 1/2/3/4/5/7/12/17/28

MediaTek helio | G90 GAMING
OCTA-CORE 2.0GHZ PROCESSOR

128GB INTERNAL MEMORY
6GB RAM
MICROSD UP TO 256GB

GORGEOUS 6.7” FULL HD+ 20:9
INFINITY DOT DISPLAY
1080 X 2400 RESOLUTION | 395PPI

QUAD A.I 48MP SAMSUNG GM1 SENSOR
+DEPTH SENSOR + 5MP WIDE ANGLE 115°
+2MP MACRO + LED FLASH
16MP FRONT SELFIE

5,000MAH MEGA BATTERY
WITH 30W ULTRA QUICK CHARGE
+ 10W WIRELESS CHARGING

FINGERPRINT SENSOR
FACE RECOGNITION

BLUETOOTH 4.1
WI-FI 2.4GZ/5GHZ
(a/b/g/n)
HOTSPOT

ANDROID 11

ANTUTU SCORE
350,000

G91 PRO  848958040613  G0530WW  MOONSTONE
G91 PRO  848958040620  G0530WW  GRAPHITE